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Sail and Rig Tuning
Fantastic computer graphics systematically
explain how to tune-your-yacht, keelboat
or dinghy. This beautifully illustrated and
well-organised book shows the reader step
by step, how to trim their sails and rig for
maximum performance. Ivar Dedekams
revolutionary approach to sail and rig
tuning tackles the practical and realistic
elements of tuning your boat as well as the
theory of sail aerodynamics. The book
covers the many variations in boat, sail and
rig design.
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Dedekam Design: Uniquely illustrated Nautical Manuals- Sail Trim Sail and Rig Tuning has 39 ratings and 1
review. Christopher said: This book is great at explaining the principals of sailing that cross all boat types. 8.1 - Tuning
Your Rig UK Sailmakers An uniquely illustrated sail trim and rig tuning manual. 150 color illustrations. Sail & Rig
Tuning Fernhurst BooksFernhurst Books Basic Rig Tune for Most Sailboats by Dan Dickison. new sails on a
Catalina. Where I liveon the southeastern coast of the U.S.spring is definitely in the air. Sail and Rig Tuning : Ivar
Dedekam : 9781898660675 Sailing: An easy introduction to trimming of sails and tuning of rigs, navigation and
seamanship an abundance of colour illustrations. Without a properly tuned rig, you wont be able to control your masts
behavior over the full range of conditions. Fortunately, rig tuning is a straightforward step by How-To Dock Tune a
Rig - YouTube Buy Sail Trim and Rig Tuning: A Captains Quick Guide (Captains Quick Guides) on ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders. North Sails Tuning Guides - 1720 Would anyone like to recommend this book? I need
to eventually tune a Z spar single spreader masthead rig with lowers, middles and uppers Mast Rake and Mast
Prebend and Bend Sailboat Rig Tuning Guide Tuning Set-up. Before you Step the Mast. Before stepping your mast
there are a number of things to do that will make your boat easier to sail and the sails easier Helpful reading:
Illustrated Sail and Rig Tuning, Sailpower, Skenes Sail and Rig Tuning (Illustrated Nautical Manuals) [Ivar
Dedekam] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Fantastic computer graphics Sail and Rig Tuning by Ivar
Dedekam Reviews, Discussion Some weather helm, when sailing is desirable for best performance and control. If you
have a double spreader rig then tension the intermediates next. Sail & Rig Tuning - Victoria Sailing School Ivar
Dedekam - Sail and Rig Tuning (Illustrated Nautical Manuals) jetzt kaufen. ISBN: 9781898660675, Fremdsprachige
Bucher - Segeln. Sail and Rig Tuning (Illustrated Nautical Manuals): Ivar Dedekam Sail and Rig Tuning by Ivar
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Dedekam, 9781898660675, available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. Ivar Dedekam Sail and rig
tuning - Yachting and Boating World Nov 13, 2011 Prepared for the 2011 US Sailing One Design Symposium. Each
boat varies in rig tune but the first few steps in this process will remain the Sail and Rig Tuning (Illustrated Nautical
Manuals): : Ivar Jan 2, 2012 Tuning your rig means better performance and safer sailing At the start of sailing season
New York Times,Technique. Boat Clinic: Tuning the Masthead Rig - Web Only Article Sail Trim and Rig
Tuning: A Captains Quick Guide - Helpful reading. This section contains reading materials of interest that Port
Townsend Rigging finds to be very helpful in managing and maintaining your boat. a mast tuning guide - the light
version - Ballenger Spars Jan 21, 2017 Here are some general guidelines for tuning your masts standing rigging.
Please see our blog on how to properly adjust a turnbuckle before hints and advice - Selden The seminar includes a
copy of seminar Student Notes. The waterproof Captains QuickGuide Sail Trim and Rig Tuning by Bill Gladstone and
North Sails is The art of Rig Tune and Bend Jan 1, 2015 The basics of adjusting the rig are covered here in this
extract from a Final tuning, particularly by racers, is often performed under sail with How to Tune a Sailboat Mast
The Rigging Company An excellent book on sail trim and rig tuning (for a more advanced user). People with little
experience should consider the Sail Trim & Rig Tune - Quick Guide. How tight should the standing rigging be.? Yachting and what is mast rake angle and pointing ability mast prebend rig tuning guide sailboat mast bend mast
spreaders sailboat mast design mast rigging and shroud Basic Rig Tune for Most Boats - FX Sails If you understand
these principles, you can tune just about any mast. that the mast at the lower spreader is centered on the masthead.
sighting up the sail track Tensioning recommendations - Sparcraft masts Tuning your rig is a two step process. The
first part is done at the dock and the second part is done while sailing. To start, pick a calm day, or find a sheltered spot
Sail Trim and Rig Tuning - United States Power Squadrons Feb 22, 2016 If you feel uncertain about the tuning of
your rig, we recommend that tuning is checked by Forestay: Sail-carrying stay for the genoa and jib. Selden Rig tuning
Forestay: Sail-carrying stay for the genoa and jib. Prevents the top of the mast moving aft. The tension of the forestay is
affected by the backstay, cap shrouds (on Rig tuning - Sailing Magazine Tuning the rig of a boat is one of the
necessary -and pleasant -tasks which must on a well tuned boat, the rig bends in a controlled fashion, allowing the sails
to
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